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MISSION STATEMENT
Novik Gloves develop premium gloves and accessories for those that 
are focused on relentless progression, and are always seeking out the 
best possible products for the spo�s they pa�icipate in.  

Brand Strategy
Since the introduction of the company, our goal has always remained 
the same: Build a brand that not only creates gloves that continue to 
rise as other companies fall sho�, but have some fun along the way. 
We wanted to create a company that not only we can be very proud 
to represent, but everyone that suppo�s the Novik name will as well. 
We always do our very best to provide a listening ear to feedback of 
riders, and create solutions to problems they deal with. We are proud 
of the results, and hope you will be as well.
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TEC
Light-weight and durable Bomb-Palm™ palm with 
new Na-Palm™ grip palm available in Darkness glove. 
Thumb reinforcement panel.

Q-span used in thumb panel to increase flex and 
comfo�, while reducing break-in time.

Light-weight and breathable I-Span on top
of the hand along with bold graphics.

The 2016 TEC glove line, has been created to max-
imize rider grip feel, and dexterity. Designed for 
riders that prefer a light feeling glove, while not 
compensating on dependability and maximizing 
glove comfo� and breathability. 

Q-Span used in thumb panel to increase flex
and comfo�, while reducing break-in time.

Silicone finge�ips for increased lever control.

Double stitched in high stress areas.

starboard
rockies

rockies lite

topo timberr!!

stealth DARKNESS NA-PALM GRIP
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signal
The 2016 Signal glove line has been 
created to meet the needs of riders 
demanding a high level of protec-
tion and durability. Recognizing a 
need from riders that prefer a glove 
with more technical features, we 
have met their need.

Light-weight and durable Bomb-Palm™, palm
and thumb reinforcement panel with light palm  
padding to cushion vibration and impacts.

Velcro wrist enclosure.

Pre-curved lycra sidewalls on fingers provide superior 
fit and comfo�.

I-span and Q-span used in glove construction for
increased comfo� and breathability. 

Lycra knuckle reliefs provide optimum flexibility.

Silicone finge�ips for increased lever control.  

darth

DARKNESSozzy
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Sonic welded TPR logos add upper hand and finger 
roost protection.

Single layer Bomb-Palm™, palm and thumb   
reinforcement panel.

Improved hook and loop velcro wrist enclosure  
with pull tab.

Pre-curved lycra sidewalls on fingers provide
superior fit, and comfo�.

Lycra knuckle reliefs provide optimum flexibility.

Silicone finge�ips for increased lever control.

Light-weight and breathable I-Span used in finger
and upper hand area.

half life DARKNESS

SV3
The 2016 SV3 (Shanghai Version 3) glove line has 
been created to provide a high level of upper 
hand protection yet still maintain good grip feel 
and dexterity. Designed for riders that prefer an 
un-padded palm, yet still have a need for upper 
hand and finger protection.  
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LEMOINE
MATT

AARON
GEOFF

See TEC glove specs
for more glove detailsSIGNATURE SERIES

See TEC glove specs
for more glove detailsSIGNATURE SERIES



CUE
BRETT

See TEC glove specs
for more glove detailsSIGNATURE SERIES

See TEC glove specs
for more glove details

brett cue

totally redical HOLY TEALEDO



Light-weight and breathable. “Free-Span” on top of 
the hand along with bold graphics.  

Wrist Enclosure strategically designed to reduce or 
eliminate bunching of palm material thus providing 
a more precise fit and function. 

Velcro hook and loop wrist enclosure with pull tab

Pre-curved Lycra sidewalls on fingers, provide superior
fit and comfo�

Lycra knuckle reliefs provide optimum flexibility

Silicone finge�ips for increased lever controlgmo
Our glove scientists worked around the clock in 
developing this all new “GMO” glove line. They have 
come up with the ultimate chemical compound that 
captures the strength of Chuck Norris’ roundhouse 
kick, the speed of lightning, and freedom of skinny-
dipping in your neighbor’s pool. The result is a 
light-feeling and long-lasting glove that you’re 
going to absolutely love. Just leave the serious stuff 
to us, and we will leave the FUN to you! 

noren

tropicana



cold-weather

WAR
COLD

Hand warmer pocket -accepts 
warmer packets to keep hands
toasty on cold days

Wind blocking material – locks 
out the wind 

Rubberized palm – resists water 
while providing superior grip 

Terry thumb – moisture
management 

Hook and loop closure – provides 
custom fit 

Knuckle protection for index
and middle fingers –reduces 
impact force

A�iculated fit – reduces bunching

Finger gussets – for added 
dexterity

Touch screen finge�ips to 
operate your sma� phone

There’s a war going on: a war between you having fun, 
and the vicious a�ack of less than ideal riding 
temperatures. But thanks to us at Novik, we got your 
back on this one. Protect your hands with the all new 
“Cold War” glove. Designed to create a shield against 
the elements, yet still maintain an overall light and 
maneuverable feel.

Shown with
Heating Pad

grey camo
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See TEC glove specs
for more glove details

YOUTH
The 2016 Youth TEC glove line has been created 
to maximize rider grip feel, and dexterity. 
Designed for riders that prefer a light feeling 
glove, while not compensating on dependability 
and maximizing glove comfo� and breathability. 

starboard

rockiesorange camo



COLLEGIATE caps

MULTI
ROOSTA

MULTI
YELLOW

BASE CAPS

patch

JOCK

golden

ROW 1: science, tropical, diamond, sluuger-2  ROW 2: GLOVE LIFE, NVK  ROW 3: amped, ESRR, screaming eagle, wilson

BASE t's
White / Black

BASE hoods
Heather/Black

mulTi
GRAY

mulTi
GREEN STRIPER

mulTi
HUNTER

SOLID
BLACK

SOLID
GRAY



solid - 60”x32”

roosta - 40”x18”

trust - 40”x18”

EXTRAS BANNERS

custom trailer hitches

water bottle

coasters

stickers

grip donuts

lanyards



W E  N O W  O F F E R
CUSTOM NUMBERS
FOR ANY FUTURE
TEC GLOVE ORDER!
(you 've seen it  here f irst !)

2 LOCATIONS

ANTI THEFT
P R O T E C T I O N

#PRIVATEERPROUD

At Novik we are very proud of the sponsored athlete program. Below is a list of the professional
riders that we were able to provide suppo� for during the 2015 AMA Supercross series as well as
the AMA Motocross Series. Thank you all for the suppo� and looking forward to another great
race season in 2016 and beyond! 

2016 RIDER LIST

Geoff Aaron
Colton Aeck
Thomas Addy
Derek Anderson
Matthew Babbitt
Todd Bannister
Travis Bannister
Devin Brassfield
Jason Brooks
Chris Canning
Cody Church
Nick Click
Brett Cue
Joey Dalzell 

Josef DeBower
Wayne Dlugozima
Robert Fitch
Brian Foster
Justin Freund
Cody Gilmore
Matt Hammer
Daniel Herrlein
Mikey Horban
Austin Howell
Topher Ingalls
Colin Jurin 
Nathan LaPorte
Matthew Lemoine
Cole Martinez
Noah McConahy

Jason Mcconnell
Evgeny Mikhaylov
Colt Nichols
Fredrik Noren
Collor Olson
Joey Olson
Theodore “BUBBA” Pauli
Josh Penner
Jarrett Pesci
Seth Rarick
Devin Reed
Jordan Reynolds
Shawn Rhinehart
Shawn Riffe
Kellian Rusk 
Travis Sewell

Shane Sewell
Dylan Slusser
Phil Smage
Justin Starling
Lewis Stein
Gared Steinke
Ronnie Stewart
Christian Telker
Aleksandr Tonkov
Rhett Urseth
Luke Vonlinger
Matthew Vonlinger
Mark Weishaar
Trevor Whitmarsh
Jarred Williams
Sarah Whitmore



For Sales Inquiries:
Erik Nester
erikn@novikgloves.com

Marketing/Promotions:
Bryan Oliphant
bryano@novikgloves.com

Design & Brand:
Donny Stanley
donnys@novikgloves.com@novikgloves1  I  #novikgloves

facebook.com/NovikGloves

For Sales Inquiries:
Erik Nester
erikn@novikgloves.com

Marketing/Promotions:
Bryan Oliphant
bryano@novikgloves.com

Design & Brand:
Donny Stanley
donnys@novikgloves.com

Social Media/Sales:
Austin Hackett-Klaube
austinhk@novikgloves.com@novikgloves1  I  #novikgloves

facebook.com/NovikGloves


